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Fig. 1. The More Equitable Agile Research and Development method (Fig. 2) in this paper is designed to be scoped to a project, and apply to the
human processes, methods, and culture as well as the development of the artifacts, the outputs, and the outcomes of that project.

Machine Learning (ML) and ‘Artificial Intelligence’ (‘AI’) methods tend to replicate and amplify existing biases and prejudices [19, 38, 90, 107, 108,
120], as do Robots with AI [82, 85]. For example, robots with facial recognition have failed to identify Black Women [37] as human, while others
have categorized people, such as Black Men, as criminals based on appearance alone [85]. A ‘culture of modularity’ means harms are perceived as
‘out of scope’, or someone else’s responsibility, throughout employment positions in the ‘AI supply chain’ [171]. Furthermore, incidents are routine
enough (incidentdatabase.ai lists over 2000 examples [107]) to indicate that organizations are neither capable of meeting even their basic claims of
striving towards equity, diversity, and inclusion goals, nor recognizing and then addressing such failures.

We propose an approach to adapting widely practiced Research and Development (R&D) project management methodologies to facilitate the
adoption of better practices and build organizational equity capabilities. This is a practical method for a project team to organize and operationalize
the most promising practices, skill sets, organizational cultures, and methods to detect and address fairness, equity, accountability, and ethical
problems early on when they are often less harmful and easier to mitigate. Our primary method example adapts an Agile development process
based on Scrum, one of the most widely adopted approaches to organizing Research and Development teams. We also discuss limitations to our
proposed approach and future research directions.

1 INTRODUCTION

Many organizations employ Research and Development (R&D) processes to manage the lifecycle of projects, organizing resources
such as time, physical resources, decision points, and feedback; thus serving as mechanisms to actualize complex project goals.
In this paper, we study R&D lifecycle processes as a site for introducing proven and promising methods in hopes of fostering a
conversation among people who identify as members of populations who are more likely to experience negative impacts, legal
experts, policy experts, social impacts experts, technology researchers, and technology developers around how ethical technology
R&D principles can be operationalized. A key problem is that, to effect change, policy and codes of conducts need to be turned
into a praxis (accepted practice or custom) that is observed and acted upon throughout a project’s lifecycle [68].

We begin by reviewing existing practice, motivating concerns, and existing promising practices, all of which we connect
to ‘AI’ and Robotics (Sec. 2, 3). Later (Sec. 4), we propose an approach to adapting widely practiced R&D project management
methodologies (Fig. 2) to facilitate these practices and build organizational equity capabilities in the R&D of ‘AI’ and Robotics. We
also aim to support a wide range of academic and industry project types and scopes.

To practically integrate these capabilities into organizations, we examine one potential approach, Agile, an adaptive project
lifecycle process that is widely studied and adopted in industry and a number of academic contexts [3, 51, 59, 60, 100, 175]. Agile is
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Fig. 2. Our proposed Agile Equitable Research and development lifecycle for ‘AI’ and Robotics (Sec. 4). Items like Diversity and Inclusion
Metrics [112] are tools in this toolkit to consider adopting for a project, as per Fig. 1. Top: Typical Agile System Development Lifecycle based on
Ambler et. al. [3]. We discuss limitations of typical lifecycles and resources for measuring, addressing and mitigating negative outcomes. Bottom:
Our proposed Equitable Agile Research and Development Lifecycle toolkit is designed to be tailored to each particular project and iteratively
improved over time. It includes elements and inspiration from Wilson et al. [175] and Hundt et al. [85] for a broader range of applications, while
addressing limitations such as inadequate consideration of equity. Specific items and gating questions are a combination of process stages and
specific “tools” aka methods (Fig. 1) to consider utilizing for a given project.

among the most popular project lifecycle approaches [2] and is in active use on the ground in ‘AI’ and Robotics [163], making it a
prime candidate for adaptation to support more equitable outcomes.

We explore how our proposed process affects planning, meetings, ethical analysis, data collection methods, organizational
culture, and population impacts. We also strongly advise centrally adopting the principle of “Nothing about us without us”1

based on evidence that situates the principle in democratization and historical context. Thus, our concept proposes explicit
steps for including minoritized groups on design teams as a first priority, then seeking their input external to the team. We also
incorporate an education component for building organizational evidence-based best-practice capabilities with respect to identities
and intersectional criteria. This proposal also details important limitations and assumptions in Sec. 4.7, but most apply equally to
current practices.

1“ ‘Nothing about us without us’ may have historical ties to early modern central European political tradition [53] in addition to being transformed and popularized by
the Indigenous Disabilities Rights movement in South Africa [42], before being adopted more broadly for a range of identities.” [85]
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1.1 Motivating Examples

Motivating examples illuminate problems that stem from preventable equity concerns across different kinds of systems, demon-
strating the need for our proposed process. In one case study, surveillance drones meant to improve productivity of landscaping
efforts in fact decreased productivity due to systems being loud and disruptive [126] for the workers on the ground. In another
study, Hundt et al. [85] empirically demonstrated a robot ‘AI’ assigning labels like ‘criminal’, ‘ugly’, or ‘doctor’ based on human
appearance, a task that should be refused, and when the actions proceed anyway they also demonstrate race and gender bias.

Robots Won’t Save Japan: An Ethnography of Eldercare Automation [179] demonstrates several products that are the result of
current robot development methods and priorities. One of the largest motivations for elder care robots is the premise that many
rich societies are aging, and robots will be essential supports both for people as they age and to prevent countries from economic
ruin. Wright examined a number of current robotic elder care systems in practice, finding they “did not decrease the amount of
work for care staff but rather increased it, adding new tasks of setting up, configuring, moving, operating, mediating storing,
cleaning, maintaining, updating, managing, and overseeing them—in other words, taking care of them” [179]. For example, a robot
that is supposed to demonstrate exercises does not work because community members will only respond and do the exercise if a
staff worker is there imitating the robot. Previously, staff designed and demonstrated their own exercise plan. So, that begs the
question, what is the robot contributing? Wright indicates that care staff tend to value communication, meaningful relationships,
and tactile contact with residents; but in some cases the robots undermined such opportunities, to the potential detriment of both
staff and residents. Furthermore, Wright finds that roboticists and policymakers do not address the enormous potential for more
practical political policies such as immigration [179] to mitigate the ‘aging society’ motivation for eldercare, without robots.

Serholt et al. [156] explores critical robotics and the limitations of how robotics is often implemented in Human Robot Interaction
(HRI)[13] including skipping steps in the process: “Without engaging in all the design steps, i.e., empathize, define, ideate, prototype,
and test (as suggested by the Hasso Plattner Institute of Design) there is a high risk that the overall ‘problem’ and the related
opportunities for robotic solutions are misunderstood.” Similarly, the National Academies Committee on Responsible Computing
Research [126] describes valuable conclusions and next steps for more responsible computing research, underlining the seriousness
of the concerns that motivate this work:

The values and interests of people and groups who are not well-represented in computing research are at particular
risk of being systematically ignored. In the absence of rigorous methodologies and frameworks for identifying the
complicated social dynamics (outlined earlier in the report) that shape the problems that computing research strives
to address, computing research is much less equipped to produce theories, products, or artifacts, not to mention
deployed systems into which that research feeds, that adequately solves for those most in need of what computing
has to offer. – National Academies Committee on Responsible Computing Research [126]

1.2 Our Contributions

We propose a framework for enacting methodological improvements within organizations. We connect literature and lenses
of analysis from areas such as ethical software [126], systems engineering [175], cognitive science [25], Statistics [44], Human
Computer Interaction [181], History [106], Sociology, Feminist [58], Disability[62, 89, 174], Black [90, 108, 120, 143], and Science
and Technology Studies (STS) [19, 173] to develop building blocks for ethical research and development of algorithms and systems,
and their connection to ‘AI’, Robotics, and Human Robot Interaction (HRI) in particular. Important recent work has led to the
development of best practice processes and methods that can improve such outcomes in ‘AI’ and ML [66, 91, 113], but several key
factors are outside of their scope such as the day to day development process and the realtime physical actions robots take. In
summary, our paper makes the following contributions:

(1) Adapt Equity, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI or DEI) principles to modern R&D lifecycle processes.
(2) Propose a new R&D lifecycle method that we illustrate by building our insights into Agile, a popular software and research

R&D method.
(3) Propose an enhanced participant-led project assessment scorecards to assess organization’s Equitable R&D performance

across multiple application domains, identities, and artifacts (outputs, documents, products, etc.).
(4) Provide practical tools and starting points to operationalize projects with better Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion as it relates

to ‘AI’ and Robotics methods.
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In practice, existing research and development processes have a narrow scope with respect to equity, diversity, inclusion, and
few principal, technical, managerial, and executive team members are either adequately equipped or adequately motivated to
properly account for these factors [28, 32, 35, 38, 39, 58, 124, 125, 169, 171]. For this reason, among others, our proposed Agile
process strongly advises centrally adopting the principle of “Nothing about us without us” for the purpose of taking a small step
towards more equitable ‘AI’ and Robotics research and development.

In particular, we adapt scrum (Sec. 2), the most popular agile development method [2]. Scrum has promising compatibility with
more inclusive policies, as it is already designed to seek broader stakeholder input than is typical for other methods. Furthermore,
the existing wide adoption of development methodologies minimizes the organizational inertial barrier to adoption, ensuring there
is broader potential for harm reduction. Our hope is that our proposal might be another small but valuable step towards better
serving the true diversity of all humanity.

2 PRELIMINARIES - EXISTING SCRUM PROCESS

Scrum [152] is a specific approach under the umbrella of agile human processes for research and development, and the most widely
used method of agile software development [2]. Scrum has (sometimes problematic [58]) names designed to evoke stages in a
high intensity interval training workout, except it describes what a team does. Work is done during time periods of roughly 2-4
weeks named ‘sprints’. At the end of each work period (sprint) is a short break (sprints, Fig. 2) for everyone to demo or otherwise
communicate their work progress (sprint review, Fig. 2, Table 1), discuss how to do better (sprint retrospective, Fig. 2, Table 1), and
then plan the next work period (sprint planning, Table 1). A more complete introduction to scrum can be found at Cohn [46],
Schwaber and Sutherland [152], or we suggest viewing the 9 minute video at youtu.be/XU0llRltyFM. We will also summarize key
steps of this human process below, which is designed to be customized to the needs of a given project. Therefore, we will discuss
the key ideas of one approach as a conceptual framework, rather than an exact specification, to serve as a starting point from
which to discuss our proposed more equitable methods.

Next we describe agile in plain English with scrum jargon in parenthesis. A fundamental concept underlying scrum (Fig 2)
is taking a very large task such as creating a product or publishing a paper, breaking the first small portion of it that you feel
most certain of down into very small addressable tasks with estimates of how long each might take. All of these chunks are put
in a big “TO DO” list (product backlog). Then a planning discussion (sprint planning meeting, Table 1) is held to choose a small
cohesively themed bundle of backlog items to complete over a few weeks, after which a so-called “potentially shippable product”
will emerge. Then a time period for working (sprint) is allocated during which the team completes that planning meeting’s “TO
DO” list (sprint backlog). In practice for complex systems the result of the sprint is a demo (sprint review) where work is shown off
and progress can be assessed. As with any project, early weeks of first investigation and implementation will lead to discoveries of
work that was not initially considered, these can be set aside and put into the backlog. After demo day (sprint review), a meeting
called a sprint retrospective is held where team members discuss how the sprint went, any changes that should be made to the
development process based on internal and external input, and lessons learned. With this new information in hand, the next sprint
is planned and started. Ideally, once a full plan for the project is established, a reasonable set of capabilities can be bundled together
from the backlog for a target release milestone, the time estimates can be added up, and the difference between predicted time
estimates for tasks and actual time taken can be used to refine an estimate of the time it will take to reach a final product.

3 RELATEDWORK AND INTERDISCIPLINARY CONNECTIONS

We aim to engage the concepts and interdisciplinary connections underlying our proposal with a perspective of intellectual
humility [134–136] that values multiple lenses and perspectives [83] of analysis, the limits and strengths of empirical [12, 116] and
subjective evaluation, sociotechnical abstractions [155], and seeks to mitigate assumptions. While the breadth of relevant topics to
the scope of projects that contain ‘AI’ and/or Robotics may seem dramatic or perhaps even scattered, the fact is the world is not
actually compartmentalized. In fact, disparate systems [109] tend to interact with incredible complexity. Thus, there is enormous
opportunity to learn and improve technology by embracing concepts and meanings of terms from across fields with humility
(Sec. A) and as they are defined in their own setting [101]. We will proceed through several topics and related works that include
Agile and other human processes, ML and ‘AI’, robotics, ethics, their priorities and deliberation before proceeding to describe our
proposed method in Sec. 4.
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3.1 Human Process Methods such as Agile Development

Maturity Models [88, 151, 162, 177] predate agile and are a related topic which attempt to classify and improve organizational
capability levels, but equitable product development is out of scope of these methods.

Agile is a widely studied and adopted development method in industry and a number of academic contexts, but equity is largely
out of scope [3, 51, 59, 60, 100, 175]. In the healthcare space Bonten et al. [34] have reviewed development processes, and Wilson
et al. [175] have devised a valuable agile process which briefly mentions equity and incorporates all research, development, product
testing, deployment, product monitoring, through product retirement. A medical product developed with a process of this kind has
also successfully completed all phases of research through deployment [118]. We go beyond these first steps to propose a more
comprehensive model with respect to organizational equity capabilities, and cover a different scope of project types for academic
and industry research and development of ‘AI’ and Robotics. We also focus on day-to-day and week to week steps. This work is
complimentary to Model Cards [113], Datasheets for Datasets [66], Audit Processes [142], Diversity and Inclusion Metrics [112],
and the EADS Ethical Agile toolkit [94], as each are steps that can address tasks and methods in Fig. 2, particularly during phases
1-3 (Fig. 2, Sec. 4). In fact, the reverse direction is complimentary too, that is, applying agile to the aforementioned processes,
protocols, and toolkits. This is because the agile processes we describe can help facilitate the execution of other tasks and methods
by breaking them down into concrete and actionable chunks.

Agile also comes with significant downsides as it is typically implemented today. For example, Dancy [50] develops a cognitive
model and examines a sociotechnical perspective in the context of scrum to begin describing a human-process based explanation
of how antiblackness and power structures are embedded into technical infrastructure, including agile methods themselves. Babb
et al. [10] examines how agile development methods could be transformed with critique, reflection, renewal, and emancipatory
thinking, although in that case without consideration of identity. Kroener et al. [98] discusses the ethical agile development of
crisis management software. Agile Development For Vulnerable Populations [11] discusses lessons learned across multiple projects
with different populations, finding that with some vulnerable populations rapid changes to interfaces can be disruptive and some
of the typically tighter agile sprint loops are more appropriate to stretch to longer time frames due to factors such as certain kinds
of Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval that mean change should be minimized after a certain stage.

3.2 Machine Learning and ‘AI’

Past events in ‘AI’ are both worthy of consideration on their own, and as a way to bring risks to the field of robotics into focus as
those methods are rapidly proposed for deployment. Hundt et al. [85] reviews how recent works have shown how products using
machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI) on robots can be used to exclude and outright oppress marginalized groups.
Prominent work examines the flaws and assumptions in ‘AI’ and its surrounding sociotechnical systems [19, 23, 24, 26, 33, 58].

AI research is often conducted with baseline assumptions that render the methods ineffective across many stages. There is a
common assumption that ‘AI’ systems actually work, and the algorithm will often be taught and used as if it works in cases when it
does not; Raji et al. [141] elaborates with reasons and examples. At the time of writing incidentdatabase.ai has over 2000 additional
incident reports of AI harms and counting [107]. Some of the motivating ‘AI’ risks and negative outcomes include software that
failed to recognize people with darker skin tones [38], face recognition software that led to wrongful arrests [80, 81], software used
to “detect emotions” much like the discredited pseudosciences of phrenology and physiognomy [49, 70, 110, 158], hiring algorithms
discriminate against otherwise qualified workers on random attributes such as them being caregivers, veterans or disabled [64]. A
number of projects have been pulled due to ethical concerns, such as Microsoft’s Tay conversational system that was pulled due to
training on live discriminatory data and rapidly redeploying, as well as their emotion recognition component of facial recognition
AI, which can be particularly harmful to disabled and marginalized populations when facial responses vary [22, 49, 78]. The audit
in Birhane and Prabhu [30] led to the tiny images dataset being retracted, and to faces to be blurred in the imagenet dataset. Fully
developing a poorly founded research concept over decades, only to have it pulled due to flawed fundamental assumptions and
limitations with respect to scientific validity, responsible uses, or other aspects of the project, is far more costly and might have
been easier to catch at an earlier stage with the processes we describe here. Furthermore, datasets used to train ML/AI models
have been found to suffer from racial and gender bias [19, 30, 90] and needlessly waste power and thus 𝐶𝑂2 [49, 102, 103].

Madaio et al. [104] co-designed an excellent AI-fairness checklist with input from a range of practitioners and recommended
the consideration of other sectors and roles, and our work, in turn, addresses how practitioners can operationalize such a checklist.
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3.3 Robotics

Robotics as a field that is quickly maturing on some metrics such as economic viability, and robots are now deployed every day in
the field via drones, household robots, security robots, and more. AI is already ubiquitous [58] for some segments of the world
population, and new algorithms for robotics incorporate Deep Learning [86] or Reinforcement Learning [87]. Robotic task plan
authoring systems for non-experts [132, 133] are also deployed and regularly operating in the field. Projects such as “Robots for
Humanity” [43] are positive examples with user centered design and input driving the research questions from the beginning.
Hundt et al. [85] has an extensive discussion of the collection, processing, and inclusion of a diverse range of people in robotics
data and empirical analysis. Hundt et al. [85] connects datasets to project performance and demographics, as well as leading
resources to address the underlying concerns. Scheuerman et al. [147] analyzes the political values encoded into datasets.

Identity Safety Framework Hundt et al. [85] demonstrates the need for an identity safety assessment framework based on the
evidence that human biases that are performed in the world and in the development process become encoded across most stages of
‘AI’ product lifecycles [161], so algorithms incorporating human data must be assumed biased until proven safe, effective and just;
Hundt et al. [85] section B outlines an approach to such a framework grounded in principles of safety culture [99, 117, 119, 144].
However, if adaptive robots that incorporate ‘AI’ become readily available for mass deployment, without intervention, these robots
will reproduce and even amplify the harms they observe, train upon, and use as a basis for taking action [84, 85].

Agile Development in Robotics Iterative development approaches such as agile [14, 166, 170] are growing to become one of
the most common development processes for modern robotic systems. Diebold and Dahlem [56] mapped out fields using agile,
which includes companies utilizing the practices in automation. Kasauli et al. [97] also examined agile in general safety critical
systems.

Externalized Costs Robotics research often imagines a future with ubiquitous robots [35] and since the entirety of the world
economy is part of the biosphere [52] the external costs of that one possible future needs to be accounted for due to the intensive
mining, pollution, and habitat destruction required to build hardware [49] as well as the potential for global displacement for
marginalized populations such as in the global south.

Policy approaches can mitigate a range of concerns, Vasiliki et al. [167] outlines ‘AI’ and social robot policy regarding the rights
of the child. Brandão et al. [36] on Responsible Robotics connects the motivation and importance of a broad range of framings for
the integrated advancement of robotics across topics from “user studies and philosophical inquiry, to modeling, algorithmic, and
governance methods”. Pasquale [130] examines policy proposals such as a license to practice and designing algorithms to augment
human capabilities.

3.4 Ethics

The ethics of the impacts ‘AI’ will have on people with marginalized identities is under-studied compared to more abstract and
traditionally western ethics concerns [32, 33], and the underlying concepts can be dismissed due to terminology or a percieved
position in a hierarchy of knowledge [65], rather than on the strength of their merits. Birhane [24] establishes how technical
solutions are not sufficient, and outlines a way forward that centers vulnerable groups, prioritizes understanding over prediction,
describes how we must question the purpose of an algorithm, what type of society the algorithms enforce, and if they should be
deployed the context of a given region and cultural space. Birhane [23] argues that western technical ‘AI’ solutions echo colonial
exploitation by creating dependence.

In “From Rationality to Relationality: Ubuntu as an Ethical and Human Rights Framework for Artificial Intelligence Governance”,
Mhlambi [111] discusses the exclusion of marginalized communities from the design of systems and the use of Ubuntu philosophy
for analysis. Mhlambi [111] indicates that “the relational Sub-Saharan African philosophy of ubuntu reconciles the ethical limitations
of rationality as personhood by linking one’s personhood to the personhood of others”. A specific example of exclusion is the
dehumanization that many members of marginalized groups experience when they encounter a method or product that does
not work, treats them dismissively, never accounts for them, talks down to them, deploys deficit narratives[160, 181], or harms
them [111, 181]. Ubuntu philosophy gained international popularity through Suthu and Nguni of southern Africa, from which
three out of the four first African Nobel Peace Prize laureats hail [111] at the time of writing.

Robot Ethics This extends to robotics, where Zawieska [182] contends that by disengaging “with roboethics, roboticists
contribute to the tacit dehumanisation process emerging in and outside of robotics. An alternative approach includes ‘lived
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ethics’ which involves not only incorporating formal ethical approaches into the roboticists’ work but also ‘being’ ethical and
actually engaging with ethical reflection and practice.” Ornelas et al. [128] describe culture as an emergent behavior, rather than
a static trait of certain groups like nationality, and thus “criticised the current treatment of culture in robotics, we advanced a
conception of culture based on research in cognitive science, and we have explored which robot capacities researchers should
focus on to realise this revised conception of culture in robotics” [128]. Ethical problems exist in robots with integrated vision
components [37, 82, 85] but the topic has received much less investigation. Gogoll and Müller [67] discusses ethical considerations
in Robotics for self driving vehicles. There is also global variation in values systems, priorities, and guidelines [9, 92], and work
has discussed normative implications [146]. Our work considers how to enact ethical principles into practice. Morley et al. [115]
reviews related research, dividing major topics of ethical concerns into evidence that is inconclusive, inscrutable, or misguided;
unfair outcomes; transformative effects; and traceability.

Abstract Digital Ethics Digital ethics [8] has become a widely studied field of research over the last couple of years. On an
abstract level, recurring ethical problems of algorithms and machine learning systems specifically are mapped, concrete application
areas studied, and general principles and codes of conduct to be followed proposed. At the same time, low-level technical solutions
(e.g., for the provision of transparency and preservation of privacy) are developed, audit approaches suggested, and design or
project management methods adopted to allow for ethics and value-centred approaches [8].

However, the abstract academic debate and the solution-oriented suggestions are still largely detached from each other and
a comprehensive, easily operationalizable methodology for practice is understudied. For example, codes of conduct have been
shown to have no noteworthy effect on developers’ daily work, as the values stated are too abstract for concrete realizations, or are
simply ignored [114]. While design approaches such as value-sensitive design [63] break down abstract values and integrate them
into the product conceptualisation, they often conclude with abstract requirements that developers are expected to use as the basis
for their decisions without active ethical guidance. Practitioners also admit their lack of education, skills, and interest needed to
embed ethical considerations into the systems they create and responsibility is not allocated [69, 171]. It is unclear which tools
need to be used in which context, how ethical conflicts should be identified and resolved, as well as how and when to think about
such issues. Our paper, therefore, aims to provide a holistic approach to the complete agile development process which allows
tending to ethical considerations in meetings, artifacts, and at decision points with a focus on equity issues in which identity as an
important factor. A number of methods have been developed to engage with communities in a manner that has shown potential to
mitigate these issues, which we will describe next.

3.5 Participatory Design, Human Computer Interaction, User Centered Design, and Interaction Design

User Centered Design (UCD), Human Computer Interaction (HCI)[160], and Interaction Design [157] have exhibited harmful
impacts with respect to disabled [181], racial [74], and queer [138] identity intersections. Participatory methods have been proposed
as philosophies for addressing and preventing these harms, in a manner that goes beyond diversity and inclusion. Specifically,
Participatory Design [145, 150] and Design Justice [47] emphasize empowering impacted populations at every stage of design and
implementation processes, enabling many of the different causes of ‘AI’ bias and harms to be detected and addressed. Harding [73] is
an introductory text for qualitative methods. Harrington et al. [75] conducted participatory research showing marginalized groups,
such as Black older adults, need to do cultural code switching to interact with ‘AI’ systems like google home, and Ostrowski et al.
[129] does a year long co-design process with older adults and social robots. Birhane et al. [27] illustrates how participatory design
has potential to recognize and address such limitations if implemented thoughtfully or otherwise exacerbate harms and inequities.
Winkle et al. [176] presents principles and a vision for introducing feminist practices into Human Robot Interaction research.
Widder and Nafus [171] conducts a study demonstrating the prevalence of ‘modularity culture’ in ‘AI’ software development
which prevents harms from being addressed because they are ‘out of scope’ (someone else’s responsibility); they propose three
possible ways forwards including working within modularity, strengthening interfaces, and rejecting modularity.

3.6 Ethical priorities and deliberation

Organizations currently choose to limit investment into the capability of following their own stated deontological (imperative,
must-happen) values. For example, a self driving harvester or car company might set deontological goals of: (1) do not kill humans
(hard red line), (2) mitigate harm to humans, (3) maintain a path to profitability and keep customers returning (i.e. Harvest/drive
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efficiently), (4) be as eco-friendly as possible provided (1), (2) and (3) are met, then non-imperative priorities: (5) Keep customers
happy (6) Maintain a happy and healthy workforce.

We argue that the evidence [20, 38, 58, 71] detailed in the Introduction (Sec. 1) and Related Work (Sec. 3 indicates that
organizations are not yet capable of meeting even their basic deontological goals. This is particularly true of Robot and/or ‘AI’
algorithms that suffer from small sample and other critically flawed methodolgical assumptions. We contend that organizations
also do not possess the capability to recognize and then address failures, a necessary prerequisite to meeting their deontological
goals. Furthermore, organizational pressures lead to priority inversions, for example (3) maintaining a path to profitability will
sometimes in practice be prioritized over (1) not killing humans and (2) mitigating harm to humans [79].

The EDAP [94] protocol for ethical agile serves as an example of the complexity of ethical deliberation. EDAP makes several
assumptions: (1) organizations are capable of meeting their basic deontological goals in correct priority order, (2) power dynamics
are not a factor and individuals are “ideal actors”; (3) It assumes there is always a technical solution to the problem at hand. The
evidence (Sec. 1, 3) we have already explored in this work indicates that these assumptions are a limitation of EDAP, and that most
organizations are not yet capable of meeting even their primary deontological company goals in the general case. In other words,
EDAP makes excellent contributions in their topic, but assumes greater organizational capabilities than actually exist.

We, in turn, propose methodological concepts to address those limitations. One of our contributions is to devise mechanisms to
improve the scrum process so that organizations can build the capabilities and metrics necessary to get closer to meeting their
primary deontological goals, and thus respect identity in practice.

3.7 Accountability

Accountability is a particularly pernicious challenge because individuals with organizational power have incentives to override
real concerns. For example, authors informed their method has bias proven in a third party audit declined to similarly evaluate
their latest methods, despite similar risks. Wieringa [172] surveys the literature of accountability, and Raji and Buolamwini [140]
outlines the effectiveness of audits on real products. A strong project governance model can facilitate accountability, and Jernite
et al. [91] is a practical large scale case study of more inclusive data collection and governance, where data was collected and
stored by people from the regions to which it applies.

4 METHOD

Here we describe our approach to our More Equitable Agile Research and Development method (Fig. 1, 2) for which elements are
based on Hundt et al. [85], Wilson et al. [175], and the Patient-led Research Collaborative [123] and adapted to a broader range
of ‘AI’ and robotics contexts. The method is scoped to the duration of a single project as illustrated in Fig. 1 and 2. An essential
component of this method is to build teams that are capable of adapting and maintaining an inclusive organization, culture and
structure. This goal tightly interlocks with the goals for the artifacts, products, and/or research results (Fig. 1). A core reason for
this are that a team which forces employees out when their communication style, culture, or medium differs due to their disability
status, race, gender, or other identity factors is unlikely to [125, 136] conduct research or create a product that meaningfully
accommodates those criteria.

4.1 Project Phases and Decision Points

Fig. 2 outlines the phases of our proposed research and development process. Our intention is to provide a toolkit that should be
customized for a specific project (Fig. 1), so not every step will be appropriate for every project.

Phase 0: Project Identification Is when the initial project purpose, scope, budget and other criteria is established, the core team
defined and funding secured, be it through corporate channels, grants, or startup funds. The list of items above phase 0 in Fig. 2
are preliminary preparation steps that can be considered to assess project viability and potential.
Phase 1: ‘Sprint’ Is the central research and development time allocation loop duringwhich Equity Tasks and Credit, Development,
Experiments, and Testing are typically assigned. One key difference in this phase for many projects that are developing physical
hardware is that aspects of early development cannot be as dynamic as mobile health [175] applications. This is due to the
additional time required to design, build, and validate that physical hardware as part of the process. However, significant progress
can often be made with a combination of simulation, mock-ups, and off-the-shelf proof-of-concept hardware to be replaced with
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Roles Meetings (Ceremonies) Artifacts (documents or other outputs)
Product owner Sprint Planning Product Backlog
ScrumMaster Sprint Review Sprint Backlog
Team Daily scrum meeting Burndown Chart
Key Stakeholders Sprint Retrospective* (Sec. 4.3) Resource Usage & Env. Impact Records (Sec. 4.6)
Participant Governance Meeting (Sec. 4.3) Ethical + Equity Feedback and Decision Records (Sec. 4.6)

Participant-led Project Assessment Scorecards (Sec. 4.6, C)
Table 1. The scrum process from [46] (Sec. 2), with new proposed steps in bold. * The sprint retrospective has new ethical & equity steps.

final production hardware at a later stage. While the quality and intent can vary, Design and Research are intertwined tasks being
done simultaneously as any product or research methods are being developed.
Phase 2: Limited Pilot/Beta Testing This phase begins once there is an initial prototype that has a usefully testable product or
product component iteration. In robots with AI, this will involve an ‘AI’ model which should be documented via Model Cards [113]
that characterize the properties, limitations, and performance with respect to various demographics.
Phase 3: Controlled Trial Evaluation This is the phase in which core experiments and testing for a newAI, robot, or application
are run. The experiments and method should be designed with input from marginalized populations and the experiments and
testing itself should incorporate input of a larger and highly diverse population when it is appropriate for the method. An example
exception would be a one-off design to meet the needs of one person [77]. For larger projects it can be appropriate to do an
Algorithm Audit [48, 142] and Algorithm Bug Bounty to detect and prevent harms at larger scale deployment. As Wilson et al.
[175] indicates, A/B testing is an appropriate way to do evaluations at this phase, however we note additional precautions and
broader demographics are required. We also incorporate the human override, pause, and wind down step to ensure the testing
mechanisms are more inclusive [71] (Sec. 4.5).
Phase 4: Deployment, Publication, Ongoing Assessment This is the phase where the ‘product’, broadly construed, is out in
the world. The product might be physical hardware, a service, a research paper, datasets, other artifacts, and so on. In most cases
with ongoing work on the topic, there should be regular assessment to ensure it is functioning well and meeting people’s needs,
with particular attention to the effects on marginalized populations, to ensure it is a net benefit. The system should strive to
maintain its status and adapt to ensure it is safe, effective, and just.
Project Wind Down or Retirement If a project is wound down at early phases, we recommend a technical report or research
paper, as appropriate, that examines the reasons this decision is being made the outcome, and data when appropriate in a manner
to benefit the community. An example of one positive step for that case and context in a real-world project is Lessons Learned
in Designing AI for Autistic Adults[16], which was wound down after receiving negative participant feedback on their ‘emotion
recognition AI’. Another example is the Makani airborne wind energy platform project, which released a significant quantity of
technical materials and a patent non-assertion pledge upon project wind down [4]. However, in other contexts such as some cases
of marginalized communities public releases might not be an appropriate wind down strategy. If the case is a less complex pause
and rework of some aspects of a project, the reason, options, and decisions should be recorded in appropriate decision logs for
revisiting and reference in the future.

Gating Questions A series of sample Gating Questions [85, 175] to be adjusted for particular applications then applied as per Fig.
2. Gating Questions can serve the dual purposes of preventing unnecessary work and missteps:

We recommend that future projects ask questions through technical, sociological, identity (which refers to factors
such as race, indigenous identity, physical and mental disability, age, national origin, cultural conventions, gender,
LGBTQIA+ status, and personal wealth), historical, legal, and a range of other lenses. Such questions might include,
but are not limited to2: Is a technical method appropriate? Is there a simpler approach? [175] Whom does our method
serve? Is our method easy to use and override? Have we respected the principle of “Nothing about us without us”? Is
the data setting (Sec. A) appropriate? Does our method empower researchers and the community with respect to
equity, justice, safety and privacy needs? What are the negatives and positives? Does the evidence show our method
addresses the problem within equity and environmental constraints? Does the scope of method evaluation address
the scope of algorithm inputs? Do any concerns indicate that we should pause, rework, or wind down the project?
– Hundt et al. [85]

2The questions are sourced from Hundt et al. [85] and are inspired by Wilson et al. [175] Fig. 3.
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Gating questions are appropriate to ask during transitions between phases including self-transitions, for example, from one
iteration candidate to another. If the questions identify an area concern it might be appropriate to initiate a pause or stop process.
We will describe the pause and stop process next.
Pause/Stop Process A pause and stop process should actively be supported for a very large proportion of stakeholders as is
customary for kanban [159], or perhaps even to a greater extent when appropriate. In particular, we introduce the need for
identity and demographic-based factors to be considered in the case of ‘AI’ projects. When a pause is triggered there should be a
corresponding safety and ethical review appropriately scaled to the problem, which on small teams and projects in the case of
minor concerns can be a brief discussion with minutes outlining the issue, options, potential courses of action, the course of action
taken, and later the result of followup; however the possibility of proceeding to a stop should be a serious option. Pauses and stops
could also be conducted for particular components of a system, for example, a vehicle’s self driving lane keeping and steering
functionality might in testing prove reliable on highways but not residential areas, so the feature might be geographically restricted
until reliability is adequate. One limitation of this step is that it requires an inclusive and supportive safety culture [85, 99, 144] to
be effective, as powerful organization members can easily override it.
Self Changing Process The process we outline here is subject to iterative improvements, as is method development, the meta-
process of how methods are developed, the Agile process itself (an Agile Manifesto [15] mantra is to place individuals and
interactions over process, we greatly broaden the range of individuals to consider), and other aspects of methodological practice.
This matches the scientific consensus for STEMM inclusion [125] p148. Concretely, the Pause and Stop steps as well as the
Retrospective Meetings outlined below are occasions specifically designed for the proposal of changes to the process, such
as removing adding, or modifying the project or the process, and for the decision making necessary to make such changes.
Furthermore, a governance model (Sec. 4.3) and metrics (Sec. 4.6, C) are designed to democratize the project direction and get
input from new perspectives, the mechanism itself will be designed to support people to propose positive changes then get them
improved and implemented.

4.2 Meetings, “Ceremonies” in scrum terminology

Brief daily meeting (“Standup”) harm prevention step: In daily meetings each person can spend one minute to share
something they learned about human populations, policies, DEI related research, auditing methods or papers they learned about,
identities other than their own, etc. as a part of a continuing education process. Ethical concerns about the project or how the
input of a broad range of stakeholders is being integrated can also be briefly coordinated during this meeting.
Sprint Retrospective and Planning Ethical and Equity Steps The retrospective and planningmeetings can consider a checklist
of questions about specific identity groups to mitigate negative outcomes:

(1) How do items for the last and next sprint affect minoritized groups? Consider each identity factor such as age, race, physical
ability, mental ability, age, national origin, experience, cultural conventions, physical appearance of varied regions of the
world, and combinations thereof, with particular attention to highly minoritized combinations.

(2) If answer for one group is “it won’t”, assume the process has missed something and create a priority sprint task to quantify
it, gather information and feedback from such groups.

(3) What action, if any should we take based on scorecard assessments (Sec 4.6, C), audits, AI-fairness checklists [104], or other
evaluations (Fig 2)?

(4) What have we missed?
(5) Listen to representatives who self identify at the meeting, while giving space and being considerate.
(6) Discuss what each team member has learned from their education component and what will be studied next.

Additionally, compare the findings of different assessment methods, participant-led project scorecards (Sec. 4.6, C), or add
tasks to seek externalized costs [112] and assessment methods (e.g. [85]) that have not yet been evaluated on this project to find
undiscovered method and/or premise flaws that need to be addressed. Next we will cover governance models which have potential
to mitigate and even prevent many negative outcomes, while shifting project directions towards better positive outcomes.
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4.3 Democratizing Governance Models

We examine a participant-led framework as a concrete illustrative example of governance models for the purposes of this proposal.
However, particular projects might have significant and well-justified differences ranging from participatory methods (Sec. 3.5) to
distributed governance [91], or more traditional operational mechanisms.

In our case, we consider a planned project governing committee consisting of 50% plus one participants with the remainder
consisting of traditional stakeholders such as product owners, management, researchers, and/or developers. Participants are drawn
from a broadly construed definition of stakeholders, including potential users and other directly and indirectly impacted demograph-
ics, broadly construed, excluding traditional stakeholders. The governing body can then operate according to organization-defined
bylaws that provide significant powers to delegate project operations, make major ethical decisions (>50% vote) and record the
outcome, set project direction, and crucially define and initiate partial or full pauses (>33% vote, or just 1 person in safety-critical
circumstances), stop (>50% vote) and wind down (>66% vote) operations.

An appropriate schedule for the governing committee might be to meet periodically every two to four weeks (once each sprint,
Sec. 2) with asynchronous communication and additional essential-purpose meetings as needed. These meetings can serve as
opportunities to make and log ethical and governance decisions brought up at other meetings, collect updated participant-led
project assessment scorecard results and policy change proposals to increase the overall score (Sec. C), try out demos and evaluate
for governance concerns, propose and vote on changes to policies, adjust project direction, approve accountability mechanisms,
approve pause and wind down policies, and delegate further work to individuals teams or subcommittees to ensure both more
equitable outcomes and timely project progress. Then when the project is either eventually completed or otherwise reaches an end
point it can initiate the smooth wind down plan for final project retirement.

4.4 Equity Context

When considering a project it is important to think about the equity context and data setting (Sec. A), including who might be
affected, where a project will be deployed; to think on a large scale and small, the long term and short; and to add new lenses
of analysis to examine problems from new angles. It can even be particularly beneficial to learn about and use analysis tools an
individual or organization might disagree with to expand their perspective. Familiarity with a range of perspectives and methods
of analysis can expand the capacity to prevent, detect and mitigate problems, even if any one particular method is not put into
action.

One weakness common in ‘AI’ and Robotics projects is a demographic factor where, due to the high cost of robotic systems,
alongside their tendency to be portable sensing systems, benefits and power are likelier to accrue to wealthier demographics [183].
This interplay of human systems and humans themselves is a particularly difficult and interesting problem. For example, 2.9 billion
people remain offline [154] as of 2021. According to the OECD, an organization of mostly wealthy countries, “Around one-quarter
of adults in all participating countries have no or only limited experience with computers or lack confidence in their ability to use
computers” [122]. This reality motivates some of our gating questions (Fig. 2), because the best solution to a problem might not
involve a technical approach, Robots, or ‘AI’ at all.

Another key illustrative example comes from the experiences of the Disability community [77, 89, 178]. The Disabled population
is the world’s largest minority representing about 1 in 6 people in the world [127], and is also an enormously diverse and capable
group with varied and sometimes even conflicting essential human needs. This immense population means that all but the smallest
projects will both have disabled people on the team and interacting with the project’s outputs and artifacts. Furthermore, the
expertise of marginalized populations is often dismissed [181], or even taken without proper credit [89] (Sec. 4.5, 4.6). Liz Jackson’s
Disability Dongle [89] concept elegantly captures the risk of ignoring such expertise, leading to “well intended and elegant, yet
useless solution[s] to a problem we never knew we had”. They illustrate disability dongles with stair climbing robotic wheelchairs
that, in most circumstances, cannot match the effectiveness of well-established accessible architectural design [77, 89]. This case
and the elder care robots in the Introduction (Sec. 1) is also where the influence of human power dynamics can come into play.
Wheelchairs failures can in some circumstances impose devastating safety, financial, and life costs on marginalized individuals,
even grinding their lives to a halt when essential mobility is unavailable. Modifications to adapt the built environment to be
accessible via a social model of disability is often a more durably and inexpensively accessible approach that supports a broader
range of people than designating the ‘nonconforming’ disabled person to be a problem and attempting to adapt them to the
world [77, 89].
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Inclusion Guidelines Experiment design can occur in multiple phases, and we recommend strengthening experimental design
to be more inclusive of the world population across forms identity, as a claim that a method generalizes does not comport if the
premise simply excludes millions or billions of people. Guidelines are available for a wide range of identities [6, 7, 139, 148] and
could be leveraged in experimental, algorithm, meeting, product, and other design. We also propose scorecards adapted to the
R&D context so that a range of participants can periodically evaluate project performance over time (Sec. 4.6, C). Equity impacts
also extend to externalized costs such as Environmental Impacts, which we discuss below.
Environmental Impact All of our human processes are completely dependent on environmental processes as part of one larger
system [52] among other externalized environmental costs are essential considerations to Equitable R&D, and both Robotics and
‘AI’, and the true extent of current visions of ubiquitous robots [35] and ‘AI’ carry real risks of devastation far in excess of the
benefits with particularly harsh disproportionate impacts on marginalized populations. ML systems to estimate environmental
consumption are emerging, and tracking of resource use like electrical consumption can be achieved with built-in or small tracking
attachments to equipment [5, 61, 76, 102]. The full extent of environmental risks and impacts remains outside the scope for this
paper, but is an essential topic for future study and quantification.

Concretely thinking about the full variety of people that actually exist, externalized costs, their crucial equity contexts,
recognizing others’ expertise, and to genuinely onboard and adapt to meaningful critiques is an essential opportunity to develop
methods that truly generalize in the sense of supporting people across the full diversity of human needs.

4.5 Sprint Task Blocks

Continuing Education A promising and powerful consensus on best practices [39, 124, 125, 136] for steps established to improve
organizational supports and outcomes with respect to Diversity Equity and Inclusion in Science, Technology, Engineering, Math,
and Medicine (STEMM) is emerging. A key aspect of this is the known limitations and areas of active research that will need to be
regularly updated over time.

The current lack of effective organizational capabilities, training, and meaningfully operational practices on Diversity, Equity,
and Inclusion in STEMM means there is a lot of work to do [136] to build them. Therefore, we modify the agile process to directly
incorporate a percentage of continuing education to develop such capabilities both with respect to internal organizational supports
and to support better understanding of the equity context for the project itself (Sec. 4.4, 4.6, C). An example quantity of time is two
hours a week, which can be allocated for studying learning about the tools of the trade, best practices for the application at hand,
and better practices for supporting a diversity of people who are either on project teams, or may be impacted (see Sec. 1, 4.4, B,
4.7). Example starting points for organizations are the best practice reports [39, 124–126, 136]. Example starting points for ‘AI’
include Data Feminism [58] and ethics.fast.ai.

Credit for traditionally unpaid or uncredited labor.We propose a pool of sprint task blocks and job performance credit be
made available for team members to claim on an as-needed basis to be used for self-determined purposes that need not be disclosed.
The task blocks and credit are a way to bridge equity gaps such as for uncredited or uncompensated labor [125] (Sec. 4.7). This
also includes some Disabled team members’ need for additional time, in the sense of crip time (Sec. A), which is often essential due
to differences in their bodymind (body and mind as one). We propose a large undisclosed blocks, group-level blocks as successfully
demonstrated by Wu [180], or individualized time points be used (without penalty) for anonymous use, and extend its availability
to everyone. Conceptually, another way this might be viewed as a kind of internal organizational work time insurance scheme, or
even a by-the-hour version of unlimited paid time off— with credit. This has potential to help account for the manner in which,
due to the normal course of human life, some people will need to engage in a disproportionate amount of uncredited but important
work, while others receive credit for others’ uncredited labor, and these factors should be accounted for in a manner that ensures
promotions raises and job performance reviews are less affected by factors outside marginalized individuals’ control [17, 40, 45].

We also consider counter-arguments to this concept. For example, it might lead to the indirect tracking of personal information,
which they might not desire to be prominently visible, so careful thought about privacy and other intersectional concerns of
operationalizing the concept will be needed for such a proposal to mature and be adopted. A number of concerns were raised when
some companies introduced unlimited paid time off, which has its complexities and limitations, but has also been successfully
maintained for many years at some organizations.

Human Overrides and The Big Red Button Many robots have a large red security stop button that will halt the robot in its
tracks. This concept was made famous by the Toyota Kanban [159] system’s centering of respect-for-humans, where any worker
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can halt production (known as Jidoka, see Sec. A). We propose an analogous override for all of, or parts of, the development process
itself. Generally, Human overrides should be designed into every stage of the process, including the human research process. The
process should also be designed to be iterative and deliberately consider marginalized community members. Human overrides can
be considered for incorporation at several different levels such as on the physical machine, in the development process, in the data
collection process, and everywhere else that harm can be introduced in the ‘AI’ lifecycle [161].

Human overrides are also an important component of physical product, as the diversity of human requirements and situations
for public robotic systems means mechanisms are required to get robots out of the way, teach them new tasks, and successfully
interact across the wide range of human capabilities and needs. For example, how will a sidewalk robot accommodate, communicate,
and prioritize access to navigation resources of space, time, and equipment of a range of pedestrians using guide dogs, scooters,
wheelchairs, canes, walkers, and so on? A process for incorporating modifications based on real detected issues on an ongoing
basis is also necessary. For example, if the robot encounters someone traveling backwards in a wheelchair [164] and fails to stop,
the mere existence of anomalies is unsurprising, so a cohesive iterative design update process that is designed in from the start
should be activated to account for the situation in the future. Task work such as Amazon Mechanical Turk provides another
compelling ethical example with critical technical impacts that we elaborate on in Sec. B.1.

4.6 Artifacts: Ethical + Equity Feedback and Decision Logs/Record; Participant-led Project Assessment Scorecards

Decision points can be recorded through a set of logs created and stored in a manner that is appropriate for the organizational
complexity, in a text file or task tracking tool for very small organizations, or internal custom project management tools for larger
organizations. The record should include: Checklist steps followed, Ethical decisions, Reasoning for decisions, Equity feedback,
Changes based on feedback, Why those changes were made/not made, no-go decisions that are made, and why.

Equity log: Documentation and records of potential concerns across a range of demographics, a record of the reasoning, and
records of (potentially anonymized) sources of input gathered both through interactive communication and through relevant
written experiences. For example, an equity consideration of a large-scale self driving taxi or public transport system might be
advised to consider the possibility of some demographics being excluded or denied access to transport, directly or indirectly, due
to regional shifts or reductions in access to other forms of transport. Another potential downside is the exclusion of people due to
transport needs such as public transportation and wheelchair accessibility. Another example for an equity log is to record the
impacts on stakeholders, participants, and other demographics that considers externalized costs, a record of the specific feedback
mechanisms for each group, as well as policies designed to account for potential harms due to power dynamics.

Ethical and environmental log: each record ethical and environmental items considered, respectively, possible approaches to
address any issues raised as needed, mitigating steps chosen, and the outcome of those mitigating steps logged. An environmental
log can also track resource impacts with tools such as carbontracker [5] for smaller projects, or more sophisticated metrics as
appropriate, and resource consumption can be reported in public research and development materials.

Participant-led Project Assessment Scorecards: Our Participant-led scorecards are a measuring tool designed to assess
organizational capabilities with respect to populations that might be impacted by a project directly or indirectly who are onboarded
as participants to provide feedback on the capabilities and effectiveness of the Equitable Research & Development Lifecycle.

Our scorecards are directly adapted from the proven Patient-led Research Scorecards [123] created by the Council of Medical
Specialty Societies (CMSS) and Patient-Led Research Collaborative [54, 55]. We reworked the scorecards to expand their scope
beyond patient-led domains to multi-domain and interdiciplinary projects with a goal of measuring Participant-led organizational
capabilities. Each scorecard is specified in Sec. C, and the cards cover assessments of: the burden the project imposes on participants,
project governance, R&D organizational readiness (e.g. companies, universities, labs, nonprofits, or units thereof), integration of
Participant priorities into the research process, and our new addition the Researcher and Staff Support scorecard. Each scorecard
has several items that get rated from -2 to 2 denoting non-collaboration, minimal collaboration, acceptable collaboration, great
collaboration, and ideal collaboration, respectively.

The scorecards are intended to be provided to and completed by organization members, stakeholders, and participants. Another
reasonable option to consider not included on the cards is to add ‘I don’t know’ and/or ‘Not Applicable’ options for items when
people don’t have information of other’s perspective or don’t individually relate to an item.

It might also be worthwhile to consider clarifying the following two points of conflict in the survey design. The first regards to
whom survey answers are in relation to, such as themselves, another person, or something else. For example, for the Participant
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Burden Scorecard Sec. C.1 Accessible Engagement, and the Researcher and Staff Support Scorecard Sec. C.5, while some participants,
researchers, and staff might each need accommodations in some circumstances, others might not. Therefore, ensuring the scorecard
can capture the difference among no accessibility need in that context, having such needs met, and having an unmet need might
provide valuable actionable information. Second, there are currently some scenarios that are not accounted for, such as cases
where open data or publishing results might entail a high risk of non-consensual misuse or abuse [105], as forewarned by scholars
like Birhane and colleagues [29, 31], and we have integrated descriptions of mitigated vs unmitaged net negative impacts from
open release into the Integration into Research Process Scorecard’s item on Products, Artifacts and/or Publications (Sec. C.4).

When both traditional stakeholders, like developers, as well as a broader diverse range of participants provide feedback and
submit participant-led project ratings that are very different from traditional stakeholder expectations, that provides a signal
indicating where process improvements are needed. We also recommend the scorecard submission process also provide a way to
elaborate in more detail in writing.

We speculate that it is likely that most active projects at the time of writing would get surprisingly high rates in which there is
at least one item with a non-collaborative -2 rating, a rate which should be as close to 0 as possible. Nonetheless, we suggest that
even a single score of -2 should be grounds for reflection and at least small action items to work towards determining and then
mitigating the underlying cause whenever possible. Scorecard results should also be added to the equity log whenever feasible, as
should the evaluation process, findings, steps to mitigate the problem, and the outcome. We also suggest organization members,
stakeholders, and participants all periodically complete the scorecards too to track progress over time, and have the option to
anonymously submit an additional scorecard at a moment’s notice. Furthermore, provided the sample size is large enough, the
scorecards can be analyzed according to likert survey statistical best practices [149] or via bayesian methods [44, 131, 165]. One
limitation of the scorecards is that small projects might inadvertently deanonymize submissions due to unique incidents. A second
limitation is the academic language style of the scorecards, so future work should consider developing a plain language or easy
read version [6, 7].

Taken together, our Equitable Agile R&D process knits together a tapestry of capability building methods and harm mitigation
strategies with the potential to get positive projects on track, as well as to catch and redirect effort away from harmful projects
that would otherwise be likely to fall through the cracks. Next we will elaborate on the limitations of our method as a whole
followed by an outline of future work and our conclusion.

4.7 Assumptions and Limitations

The processes and approach outlined in this paper includes a number of assumptions and limitations. We assume organizational
and team buy in on equity concerns. One clear vulnerability of this approach is any ethical and other human processes are
vulnerable to simply be overridden by individuals with organizational power and a focus on expediency. This is a particularly
significant weakness because it is so uncommon at the time of writing for team members on the ground to be adequately equipped
to assess equity issues [136].

Another significant challenge will be equipping teams to be genuinely willing to accept and take action consistent with
communication or other signals indicating the best outcome would be to make a project pause or wind-down decision. Furthermore,
there is a risk of backlash and inertia derailing more equitable R&D, regardless of the evidence. Examples from the range of possible
reasons for rejecting such signals might include attachment to one’s work or the sunk cost fallacy. Furthermore, processes we
outline here are vulnerable to internal organizational discrimination against people based on identity, who are disproportionately
likely to be forced out of organizations for calling attention to problems or injustices [1, 125].

Many of the individuals willing to embrace working towards more Equitable R&D will require step-by-step guidance and
resources relevant to their field before they can meaningfully get started and build broader organic engagement. Even good-faith
engagement and contributions can be hindered by human social network challenges. Many teams are likely to be hindered by a
lack of connection to and understanding of communities that should be included. Some people will also have difficulty interacting
with those communities in a manner that leads to desirable outcomes [89, 135, 153]. In cases where individuals meaningfully
commit to working towards more Equitable R&D, many will remain ill equipped to build a diverse team or seek feedback, and
even with an improved process some populations will still be excluded.

There can even be conflicting access needs between groups as identity factors vary, so while our proposal has potential to lead
to improvements, there is no complete ‘solution’ for all situations. We also recognize the impossibility of representing all views.
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People’s lived experiences vary enormously, and population level discourse or trends do not represent all cases. Additionally,
while case studies are a valuable sample, the full set of world experiences are extremely diverse and cannot be fully captured.
There are cases and views that we do not know we don’t know, and thus we welcome constructive critique and seek iterative
methodological refinement.

Another potential critique of this work is that aspects of it repackages and perhaps even co-opts well-understood and widely
practiced methods that have been available for decades in various communities and fields [93]. Another is that powerful actors
might dismiss the approach or co-opt the system themselves, sometimes even doing so with good intentions [93].

Workplace and Education Environment A prerequisite to the development processes we describe here is a workplace
environment that buys in and is willing to make coordinated focused effort [136] at multiple organizational levels (Fig. 1). It will
not be effective in a toxic workplace environment, a detrimental problem that is dismayingly common and with proven persistence
in both Industry and Academia [24, 93, 124, 125, 136]. For example, a National Academies Press Scientific Consensus report
indicates “substantial research demonstrates that implicit and explicit biases discourage women from entering STEMM careers or
influence their decision to leave STEMM after beginning their careers. These factors include a spectrum of explicit and implicit
biases, as well as structural and interpersonal interactions that impede women’s progress. These are factors across the career life
cycle.” [125] The process we describe is also vulnerable to a powerful stakeholder, such as an Executive or Principal Investigator
simply squashing the system with their authority. New legislative frameworks and incentives might need to be developed to
address such priorities, and we encourage legislators to advance and democratize deliberative processes, as in governance, but
specific legislative recommendations are out of scope for this work.

The actual internal development process and organization team should also operate as equitably as possible, with cognizance of
each others humanity and proper coordination and accommodations for the needs of each team member [58, 62, 125]. However,
we recognize that individuals are human and meaningful changes can take time, so a pragmatic goal is to ensure ongoing iterative
improvements in team capability for equity of interactions and the working environment. Broader discourse on this topic is out of
the scope of this work, so we refer the reader to recent scientific consensus reports on evidence based best practices with respect
to Responsible Computing [126] Research, reducing the sexual harassment of women [124], reducing the underrepresentation of
women [125] in STEMM, mentorship [39], and the Universal Design for Learning Guidelines [41]. Each of these resources also
considers identity as an important factor in their analysis and recommendations.

FutureWorkQuestions to consider for future work include: Howmuch engagement should there be across identities worldwide
and what are the criteria to determine such decisions? How to shift more power to minoritized groups? How to guide educating
the team, perhaps through self study or a specific education package? How to onboard people from minoritized groups and other
groups? How to start seeking community feedback find people in other countries or groups? How to highly prioritize and integrate
community feedback? How to change budget priorities? How best to prioritize at different budgets/team sizes? How to reach out
to communities and seriously incorporate feedback? There is also potential for policy and legal changes at the level of institutions
and government to more effectively mitigate potential concerns, such as required integration of independent ethics review steps
and audits, or even a license to practice [130]. We leave this to future work.

5 CONCLUSION

We have proposed a toolkit that aims to serve as a step towards equitable agile research and development of ‘AI’ and Robotics, so
organizations can build the capability to examine their particular problem and choose the right tools to ensure more equitable
outcomes to their project. We draw connections between the topics of research, the methods being practiced, and people being
included or excluded as part of the human process of developing research or products that contain ‘AI’ or Robotics. The applicability
of particular tools in this toolkit will vary across projects and they should be chosen on a case by case basis. We introduced
concrete steps such as ethical and equity discussion components of meetings and retrospectives, participant-led project assessment
scorecards, a participant-led governance model, the time blocks for general use, and the time blocks for building organizational
capabilities through education and experimentation. We hope this work will support projects and communities to thrive.
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A DEFINITIONS

For inclusive working definitions of identity, race, ethnicity, sex, gender, data setting, and dissolution model in an ‘AI’ and Robotics
context see Hundt et al. [85]. Many definitions have multiple different perspectives and evolve over time, so our definitions are
intended to serve as a useful starting point.

Data Settings “Rather than talking about datasets, [data studies scholar Yanni Loukissas [101]] advocates that we talk about data
settings—his term to describe both the technical and the human processes that affect what information is captured in the data
collection process and how the data are then structured.” [58]
Crip Time “Recognizing how expectations of how long things should take account [of a range of] types of minds and bodies” so
that we can ‘bend the clock’ rather than bending bodies [[95]]. Margaret Price suggests that crip time is the ‘flexible approach to
normative time frames’ ([[137]]). Crip time has generally been interpreted as responsive: a way to impose critical delay through
the refusal to follow strict schedules (schedules that might be normative, ableist, medically rehabilitative, and so on).” - Dolmage
[62] (p. 179)
Universal Design for Learning (UDL) “An approach to curricula and teaching methods that strives to be more inclusive than
American with Disabilities Act guidelines.” [39] See also: CAST UDL Guidelines [41].
Intellectual Humility The “meta-cognitive ability to recognize the limitations of one’s beliefs and knowledge [... which] might
be particularly important for scientists for its role in enabling scientific progress” Porter et al. [135]. Porter et al. [134] surveys
intellectual humility definitions.
Cultural Humility “An emerging idea that highlights the ability to maintain openness to others, engage in self-critique, redress
power asymmetries, and work in partnerships to advocate for others.” [136].
Jidoka “The term Jidoka as used at Toyota means ‘to make the equipment or operation stop whenever an abnormal or defective
condition arises’.” [159]

In this work “identity” collectively refers to factors such as race, indigenous identity, physical ability, mental ability, age,
national origin, experience, cultural conventions, gender identity, LGBTQIA+ identity, etc. Altogether, there is comparatively little
investigation into ML and ‘AI’ with respect to identity factors when compared to algorithm performance on other metrics which
can be problematic when misused [18, 24, 38, 58]. For example, “accuracy” can leave segments of a large population completely
excluded or subject to harm as ‘outliers’.

B ADDITIONAL DETAILS

B.1 Task Work Example of Equity Context and Human Override

Task work such as Amazon Mechanical Turk is one of the myriad powerful examples of the way human overrides and an ethical
goal of understanding and prioritizing marginalized perspectives is simultaneously fundamental to technical goals. Gray and
Suri [71] and others [57, 57, 72, 180] have conducted research into task work. They have found that these positions can be very
precarious, to the point where it can be difficult for task workers to take care of their bills, their family, and their mental health;
journalists have described cases with a striking resemblance to colonialism [96]. Task workers build varied expertise, and can even
be engineers and PhDs [71].

Task instructions can be very unclear and designed without functional feedback mechanisms, such that they are nearly
impossible to complete. To handle this and other aspects of their job, many have created their own meeting webpages, facebook
groups, forums, etc, independently of the company operating the platform. They discuss the outcomes of various tasks, how
to submit or organize or label data in a way that will get them paid. Side channel communication can variously improve the
task results, undermine them, or even invalidate them without the knowledge of task hosts, depending on the case, purpose,
requirements, and type of communication. For example, if a task worker makes a guide that improves the data collection process,
this will be beneficial to results. However, this labor will go uncredited without two way communication, despite their work being
a contribution that might have been worthy of co-authorship had they done the same exact work in person as part of a research
role. Invalid results are possible in across-user studies where aspects of the task are differentially hidden as part of an experiment,
communication of critical details might break the experiment if task hosts neglect the way the human processes actually behave,
and design accordingly.
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“Good for tech: Disability expertise and labor in China’s artificial intelligence sector” provides a window into labeling as source
of empowerment and freedom; it elaborates on the complexities of labeler expertise that task hosts and AI researchers often do not
understand, and even occasionally impede. Gray and Suri [71] describes steps and approaches that mitigate these considerations
for more effective data collection, including and supporting the task workers on teams, and creating interactive development
processes.

B.2 Method Adoption and Team Size

Our method aims to scale from micro (1-9 people) up through large organizations (250+ people), as defined by the OECD [121].
The number and depth of processes can grow over time as the organization grows. Organizations with a small budget and team
are expected to adopt our toolkit in a manner that is substantively different from those with a large budget allocation.

People working on micro projects (1-9) can learn essentials of sociotechnical impacts [58], tailor a project based on existing
published resources, conduct quick assessments, adopt inclusive guidelines, and seek comments from different communities and
affinitiy groups in person or online, provided legal and policy requirements are met such as Institutional Review Boards (IRBs).
Micro organizations tend to have the tightest resource limitations, but even small steps can make a big difference, for example the
basics of Model Cards [113] take a few days to learn and can help develop an appropriate scope and plan for a project, and by
carefully detailing the purpose of any data collected [66], this can help prevent misuse. Artifacts (Sec. 4.6) can be managed as
simply as a plain text file in a code base or a versioned text document. Detailed studies can be sourced from existing research,
and new questions might be initially addressed by reaching out to experts or posting thoughtful questions to appropriate online
affinity groups.

The resources in Sec. 3.5 on Participatory design also detail a range of methods that are effective from micro (1-10 people) up
through medium scale projects. As projects increase in headcount through large sale projects (250+ people), additional systemati-
zation, adoption of more of the toolkit, more representative deliberative governance, and more comprehensive investigation of
underlying issues becomes feasible. A detailed treatment is out of scope for this paper, so we recommend Jernite et al. [91] for the
governance of large scale ‘AI’ projects.

One opportunity on new teams and projects is there is more flexibility to define an inclusive and participatory culture, and
to create a diverse team. Existing Agile teams and projects have a body of knowledge about how to conduct adaptable project
planning, so the new task and time elements can be easier to integrate on a scheduling basis. This Agile process is designed for
integration with many other processes such as datasheets [66], model cards [113], Audits [142], Diversity metrics [112], EDAP
ethical agile [94], and Participatory Design (Sec. 3.5).

B.3 Financial Considerations

Viljoen [168] argues that maximizing financial gain from or to data subjects misses the point, and that the purpose of data is to put
people into person based relations with one another. Bessen et al. [21] conducts a survey that outlines the interplay of economic
pressures and ‘AI’ ethics policies in startups that are under 10 years old. Caveated by the limitations of their methodology, they
find:

“that 58% of these startups have established a set of ‘AI’ principles. Startups with data-sharing relationships with
high-technology firms or that have prior experience with privacy regulations are more likely to establish ethical ‘AI’
principles and are more likely to take costly steps, like dropping training data or turning down business, to adhere to
their ethical ‘AI’ policies. Moreover, startups with ethical ‘AI’ policies are more likely to invest in unconscious bias
training, hire ethnic minorities and female programmers, seek expert advice, and search for more diverse training
data. Potential costs associated with data-sharing relationships and the adherence to ethical policies may create
tradeoffs between increased ‘AI’ product competition and more ethical ‘AI’ production.”

C PARTICIPANT-LED PROJECT ASSESSMENT SCORECARDS

The scorecards are discussed in Sec. 4.6 with the cards themselves below. Adapted from Patient-led Research Scorecards [123].
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C.1 Participant Burden Scorecard

Participant Burden Scorecard
Score Accessible Engagement
-2 Non-collaboration: Research & Development organization dictates engagement avenues with no consideration of the

participant population’s access needs. Full participation may be impossible; carry a high time, effort, or monetary cost;
or cause participants harm.

-1 Minimal collaboration: Research & Development organization considers the participant population when designing
engagement avenues, but rarely provides additional accommodations when requested.

0 Acceptable collaboration: Research & Development organization designs engagement avenues to offer sufficient time
and accessibility for the participant population’s needs, and provides individuals with additional accommodations upon
request.

1 Great collaboration: Research & Development organization designs engagement avenues to offer sufficient time and
accessibility for the participant population’s needs, ensures participants can easily request additional accommodations,
and works with participants to co-design systemic updates in response to requests.

2 Ideal collaboration: Participants co-create engagement avenues from the outset to ensure that full participation is
accessible and minimally harmful across impacted sub-populations.

Score Trauma Informed Practices
-2 Non-collaboration: Research & Development organization does not consider possible trauma burdens for participants.

Participants may experience discrimination, hostility, new or recalled trauma, or other harms as a result of participation.
No trauma-informed practices are in place, and participants receive no resources or support for the trauma caused by
participation.

-1 Minimal collaboration: Research & Development organization is aware of a possible trauma burden, but no systemic
trauma-informed practices are in place, and participants receive no resources or support for their trauma.

0 Acceptable collaboration: Research & Development organization recognizes potential trauma burdens, and some
trauma-informed practices are in place. Resources and support are provided to participants upon request.

1 Great collaboration: Research & Development organization implements trauma-informed practices throughout the
study, and collaborates with participants to co-design adjustments to those practices during the project. Requests for
resources and support are honored at a systemic level for all participants.

2 Ideal collaboration: A diverse array of participants, representative of the project’s sub-populations, collaborates from
the outset to co-create a safe, inclusive, mutually respectful environment; implement and adjust trauma-informed
practices throughout the research process; and ensure all participants proactively receive sufficient, comprehensive
resources and support.

Score Responsiveness to Participants
-2 Non-collaboration: No formal channels for participant input are established. Research & Development organization

does not address participant feedback, and may exclude or retaliate against participants who voice concerns.
-1 Minimal collaboration: Participants find channels for input to be unclear, difficult to access, or unsafe from retaliation.

Participant feedback may be acknowledged, but rarely results in changes to the current project.
0 Acceptable collaboration: Research & Development organization creates clear, accessible, safe channels for participant

input only after the research process has begun. Participant feedback is acknowledged, resulting in changes to analysis,
presentation, or communication; and ad-hoc changes to the current project.

1 Great collaboration: Research & Development organization creates clear, accessible, safe channels for participant
input throughout the research process; acknowledges participant feedback; and establishes mechanisms for participants
to co-design systemic changes to the current project.

2 Ideal collaboration: Participants co-lead the project from end to end, including creating clear, accessible, safe channels
for input, using that input to inform the research process, and acknowledging its impact. Members of the Research &
Development organization are excited about and fully engaged in participant collaboration.

Score Compensation
-2 Non-collaboration: Participants are compensated below market rate for their domain expertise and experience level,

with no or limited options for when and how they are paid. Expenses, harm, and risk assumed from participation are
not compensated.

-1 Minimal collaboration: Participants are compensated at market rate for their expertise and experience, with no or
limited payment options. Expenses, harm, and risk are not compensated.

0 Acceptable collaboration: Research & Development organization sets participant compensation at market rate for
their expertise and experience; and for anticipated expenses, harm, and risk. Multiple payment options are offered
upfront. Requests for additional compensation and/or payment options are honored ad-hoc.

Continued on next page
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Table C.1 – continued from previous page
Participant Burden Scorecard

1 Great collaboration: Research & Development organization sets participant compensation at or above market rate
for their expertise and experience; and for anticipated expenses, harm, and risk. Multiple payment options are offered
upfront. Requests for additional compensation and/or payment options result in systemic changes that benefit all
participants.

2 Ideal collaboration: Participants have decision-making roles in setting and adjusting compensation. Participants are
compensated at or above market rate for their expertise and experience; and for anticipated expenses, harm, and risk; in
the method and timing of their choice. Requests benefit all participants. Participants receive non-monetary compensation
in the form of visibility, professional development, authorship, and awareness of their impact.
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C.2 Participant/Partner Governance Scorecard

Participant/Partner Governance Scorecard
Score Meaningful Decision making between groups
-2 Non-collaboration: Decision-making for significant decisions (funding, project design, publication, etc.) is not commu-

nicated transparently and/or the Research & Development organization decides the decision-making process without
participant input.

-1 Minimal collaboration: Decision-making process for significant decisions (funding, project design, publication, etc.)
is not communicated and/or agreed upon. Participants have limited or not meaningful decision-making power.

0 Acceptable collaboration: Decision-making process for significant decisions (funding, project design, publication,
etc.) is well communicated and agreed upon between participants and the Research & Development organization.

1 Great collaboration: Decision-making for significant decisions (funding, project design, publication, etc.) is well
communicated and agreed upon between the participant and partner group, with deference given to the participant
group.

2 Ideal collaboration: Decision-making for significant decisions (funding, project design, publication, etc.) is well
communicated and agreed upon between the participant and partner group, with deference given to the participant
group with sufficient support to make the decisions.

Score Accountability between groups
-2 Non-collaboration: There is a lack of understanding of the rules of engagement/culture between groups with no

written agreement and no defined consequences for not following through.
-1 Minimal collaboration: There is an understanding of the rules of engagement/culture but no written agreement

and/or defined consequences for not following through between groups.
0 Acceptable collaboration: There is a shared understanding and written agreement of the rules of engagement/culture

with defined consequences for not following through between groups.
1 Great collaboration: Shared understanding and written agreement of the rules of engagement/culture with defined

consequences for not following through between groups. Deference is given to participant groups to define the engage-
ment.

2 Ideal collaboration: Shared understanding and written agreement of the rules of engagement/culture with defined con-
sequences for not following through between groups. Deference is given to participant groups to define the engagement
with sufficient support.
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C.3 Research & Development Organization Readiness Scorecard

Research & Development Organization Readiness Scorecard
Score Recognition of Biases
-2 Non-collaboration: Research & Development organization does not recognize bias and ignores feedback from partici-

pants.
-1 Minimal collaboration: Research & Development organization has limited awareness of its own biases and listens to

some feedback from participants.
0 Acceptable collaboration: Research & Development organization is aware of its own biases, is open to feedback from

participants, and implements some of the feedback.
1 Great collaboration: Research & Development organization is aware of its own biases, is open to feedback from

participant groups, and actively iterates on feedback given.
2 Ideal collaboration: Research & Development organization is aware of its own biases and is open to listening to

feedback from participant groups. It actively iterates on feedback given. Other participant groups can attest to a positive
working relationship. The Research & Development organization has a systemic process for accepting input from
participants and participant groups.

Score Collaboration Process
-2 Non-collaboration: Research & Development organization has no dedicated infrastructure for collaborating with

participants.
-1 Minimal collaboration: Research & Development organization has minimal resources/infrastructure for collaborating

with participants.
0 Acceptable collaboration: Research & Development organization has dedicated some resources and infrastructure for

collaborating with participants (e.g., participant panels); has at least one coordinating personnel focused on meeting the
participant group’s needs; conducts limited training to build skills to engage with participants.

1 Great collaboration: Research & Development organization has an established infrastructure and process for collabo-
rating and co-designing with participants, including at least one dedicated person focused on meeting the participant
group’s needs and advocating to the rest of the Research & Development organization. It conducts routine training to
build skills to engage with participants.

2 Ideal collaboration: Research & Development organization has an established infrastructure and process for collab-
orating with participants that has been vetted by other participants/participant groups. It has at least one dedicated
person who is focused on meeting the participant group’s needs. The partner is recognized as a participant ally vetted by
other participants and participant groups with a background in justice as it applies to impacted identities (e.g. disability
justice, racial justice, etc.). The organization conducts extensive training on meaningful engagement with participants.

Score Knowledge of Impacted Identities
– Please provide a score for each impacted identity about which you wish to provide feedback: Race, physical disability,

cognitive disability, age, national origin, cultural, gender, LGBTQIA+ status, wealth status, income status, an intersection of
multiple identities, or specify one or more of your own identities.

-2 Non-collaboration: Research & Development organization has no knowledge/experience with the impacted identities.
-1 Minimal collaboration: Research & Development organization has minimal knowledge/experience (less than one

year) with the impacted identities.
0 Acceptable collaboration: Research & Development organization has at least one year worth of knowledge/experience

with the impacted identities.
1 Great collaboration: Research & Development organization has more than one year worth of knowledge/experience

of the impacted identities.
2 Ideal collaboration: Research & Development organization has extensive knowledge and direct experience with the

impacted identities, and those with knowledge are in decision-making roles. The Research & Development organization
has a systemic way to keep on top of information from the participant community as well as the latest research findings.
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C.4 Integration Into Research Process Scorecard

Integration Into Research Process Scorecard
Score Hypothesis Generation
-2 Non-collaboration: Research goals are siloed from participants’ priorities. Participants’ questions and experiences are

not included and/or are dismissed when generating research hypotheses.
-1 Minimal collaboration: Research goals attempt to involve participants’ priorities but are limited by communication

or collaboration. Participants’ inquiries and lived experiences are rarely included when generating research hypotheses.
Participants may have suggested the research question with no further involvement.

0 Acceptable collaboration: Research goals take into account participants’ priorities. Participants’ inquiries and lived
experiences are included when generating research hypotheses.

1 Great collaboration: Research goals proactively address participants’ priorities with sufficient ongoing collaboration.
Participant organization’s inquiries and lived experiences are included when generating research hypotheses. Participant
organizations work with participants to co-design research hypotheses.

2 Ideal collaboration: Research goals are based on participants’ priorities and co-written by participant organization or
participant-researchers. Participants’ inquiries and lived experiences share equal weight with Research & Development
organization’s interests when generating research hypotheses.

Score Project Design
-2 Non-collaboration: Research & Development organization does not include participants in the project design process.

Participants do not have the opportunity to provide input on the project design. Participant groups are utilized for
recruitment purposes only, if at all.

-1 Minimal collaboration: Research & Development organization does not include participants in the project design
process. Participants may be invited to review the project design, but feedback is rarely incorporated, and no functioning
accountability system is in place.

0 Acceptable collaboration: Select participant voices are approached to inform the project design. Participants are
invited to review the project design and have an impact on the project design.

1 Great collaboration: Participant organizations and their community’s input are proactively invited to help inform
the project design. Participant organizations are invited to co-design and review the project design, and participant
feedback changes the project design.

2 Ideal collaboration: Project design is co-written and reviewed by a diverse array of participant-researchers represen-
tative of the project’s sub-populations. If applicable, protocol testing is done by the participant community.

Score Analysis
-2 Non-collaboration: Participants do not have input on what data to prioritize for analysis and methods of analysis.
-1 Minimal collaboration: Participants are asked to review manuscript drafts and prototypes, as applicable, but have

little say in what data to prioritize for analysis and methods of analysis.
0 Acceptable collaboration: Participants are involved in interpreting data and carrying out analysis in some capacity.
1 Great collaboration: Participants or participant organizations are invited and involved in interpreting data and carrying

out analysis anywhere in the project.
2 Ideal collaboration: Participant-researchers co-lead on the interpretation and analysis and/or work concurrently with

the partner organization’s research team to carry out the analysis.
Score Products, Artifacts, and/or Publications
-2 Non-collaboration: Project results are inaccessible to participants and/or behind an academic paywall. Findings are

not communicated in lay terms and/or products are not available. Data with a probable risk of an overall negative impact
is released anyway.

-1 Minimal collaboration: Research & Development organization summarizes findings in lay terms, but project results
are inaccessible to participants, are behind avoidable cost barriers such as an academic paywall. Data with a foreseeable
risk of an overall negative impact is released anyway, with consent but no discussion of the risks.

0 Acceptable collaboration: Project results are freely accessible to participants and the public. Findings are summarized
in lay terms in ways that are informative to the participant and impacted populations. Physical and Digital artifacts
as well as licenses are available on fair, reasonable, and non-discriminatory (FRAND) terms. Data with a potential net
negative impact is released with minimally informed consent.

1 Great collaboration: Project results are freely accessible to participants and the public. Findings are summarized in lay
terms and are actively disseminated to the participant and impacted populations. Participant-researchers co-write the
interpretation and analysis. Good faith dissenting assessments are welcome. Physical and Digital artifacts as well as
licenses are available on fair, reasonable, and non-discriminatory (FRAND) terms. Potential net negative impacts from
data release considered before data release with informed consent.

Continued on next page
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Table 1 – continued from previous page
Integration Into Research Process Scorecard

2 Ideal collaboration: Project results are freely accessible to participants and the public. Findings are summarized in
lay terms and are actively disseminated to the participant and impacted populations. Participant organizations invite
participants to co-write findings and reports. A channel of communication is available for participants to ask questions
of the Research & Development organization. Good faith dissenting assessments are welcome. Physical and Digital
artifacts are available for free or at cost with open licenses (where applicable) in a manner better than fair, reasonable,
and non-discriminatory (FRAND) terms. Potential net negative impacts from data release are carefully mitigated, and
data is not released if the risk is too high, or substantive steps are taken to inform participants and obtain full informed
consent.

Score Attribution
-2 Non-collaboration: Participants’ work is attributed to others and/or participants are not attributed at all.
-1 Minimal collaboration: Participants are listed as being involved without a description of how they were involved.

Participants were not consulted on how they prefer to be attributed.
0 Acceptable collaboration: Participants are acknowledged/credited in major public-facing communication (press,

announcements, papers), to the extent that participants wish to be named. Participants were consulted on how they
prefer to be attributed.

1 Great collaboration: Participant group is credited in all public-facing communication and included as authors on
papers or products, to the extent that the participant group wishes to be named. Participant group was consulted on
how they prefer to be attributed.

2 Ideal collaboration: Participants are acknowledged specifically for what they did throughout the engagement process,
are credited in all public-facing communication, and included as authors on papers or products, to the extent that the
participant group wishes to be named. Participant group was consulted on how they prefer to be attributed.
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C.5 Researcher and Staff Support Scorecard

Researcher and Staff Support Scorecard
Score Accessibility
-2 Non-collaboration: Support services and resources are difficult to find, access, or use. Researchers and staff face

barriers such as lack of information, complex procedures, technical issues, or limited availability.
-1 Minimal collaboration: Support services and resources are somewhat accessible but require significant effort or time

from researchers and staff. Researchers and staff encounter some challenges such as insufficient information, unclear
procedures, occasional glitches, or limited options.

0 Acceptable collaboration: Support services and resources are adequately accessible but could be improved. Researchers
and staff can access them with reasonable effort and time. Researchers and staff experience few difficulties such as
outdated information, inconsistent procedures, minor errors, or limited flexibility.

1 Great collaboration: Support services and resources are easily accessible and user-friendly. Researchers and staff can
access them with minimal effort and time. Researchers and staff have no major problems such as inaccurate information,
confusing procedures, frequent failures, or rigid policies.

2 Ideal collaboration: Support services and resources are highly accessible and customized. Researchers and staff can
access them with ease and convenience. Researchers and staff have a positive experience such as comprehensive
information, streamlined procedures, reliable performance, or adaptive solutions.

Score Work Life Balance
-2 Non-collaboration: Researchers and staff have poor work-life balance. They face excessive workload, stress, or pressure

that negatively affect their health, well-being, or personal life. They have no flexibility or autonomy in their work
schedule or location, and cannot work remotely if needed. They struggle to complete their work efficiently and effectively,
are dissatisfied with their work quality and outcomes, and receive no or negative feedback or recognition for their work.

-1 Minimal collaboration: Researchers and staff have low work-life balance. They face high workload, stress, or pressure
that moderately affect their health, well-being, or personal life. They have limited flexibility or autonomy in their work
schedule or location, and face barriers to work remotely if needed. They find it hard to complete their work efficiently
and effectively, are unhappy with their work quality and outcomes, and receive little or mixed feedback or recognition
for their work.

0 Acceptable collaboration: Researchers and staff have adequate work-life balance. They face manageable workload,
stress, or pressure that slightly affect their health, well-being, or personal life. They have some flexibility or autonomy
in their work schedule or location, and can work remotely if needed with some support. They are able to complete their
work efficiently and effectively, are satisfied with their work quality and outcomes, and receive adequate or positive
feedback or recognition for their work.

1 Great collaboration: Researchers and staff have a strong work-life balance. They face balanced workload, stress, or
pressure that enhance their health, well-being, or personal life. They have a lot of flexibility or autonomy in their work
schedule or location, and can work remotely if needed with ease. They can complete their work efficiently and effectively
with ease, are proud of their work quality and outcomes, and receive frequent or constructive feedback or recognition
for their work.

2 Ideal collaboration: Researchers and staff have optimal work-life balance. They face optimal workload, stress, or
pressure that boost their health, well-being, or personal life. They have full flexibility or autonomy in their work schedule
or location, and can work remotely if needed with creativity. They excel at completing their work efficiently and
effectively with creativity, are delighted with their work quality and outcomes, and receive consistent or exceptional
feedback or recognition for their work.

Score Attribution
-2 Non-collaboration: Researchers’ and staff’s work is attributed to others and/or researchers and staff are not attributed

at all. Researchers and staff face discrimination, exclusion, or exploitation based on their identity, role, or contribution.
Researchers, staff scientists, staff engineers, service staff, contractors, family, students, assistants, and colleagues who
contributed with material, editing, logistical, research, or in other capacities are not consulted on how they prefer to be
attributed, recognized, or credited. There may be uncredited ghostwriters or other uncredited people who made research
contributions.

-1 Minimal collaboration: Researchers’ and staff’s work is acknowledged in a generic or vague way, without specifying
their individual or collective contributions. Researchers and staff are not given equal opportunities or recognition based
on their identity, role, or contribution. Researchers, staff scientists, staff engineers, service staff, contractors, family,
students, assistants, and colleagues who contributed with material, editing, logistical, research, or in other capacities are
rarely consulted on how they prefer to be attributed, recognized, or credited.

Continued on next page
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Table continued from previous page
Researcher and Staff Support Scorecard

0 Acceptable collaboration: Researchers’ and staff’s work is acknowledged in a fair and respectful way, with some
indication of their individual or collective contributions. Researchers and staff are given equal opportunities and
recognition based on their identity, role, or contribution. Researchers, staff scientists, staff engineers, service staff,
contractors, family, students, assistants, and colleagues who contributed with material, editing, logistical, research, or in
other capacities are consulted on how they prefer to be attributed, recognized, or credited.

1 Great collaboration: Researchers’ and staff’s work is acknowledged in a detailed and specific way, with clear indication
of their individual or collective contributions. Researchers and staff are given equal opportunities and recognition based
on their identity, role, or contribution. Researchers and staff are involved in the decision-making process regarding the
attribution of credit. Researchers, staff scientists, staff engineers, service staff, contractors, family, students, assistants,
and colleagues who contributed with material, editing, logistical, research, or in other capacities are consulted on how
they prefer to be attributed, recognized, or credited.

2 Ideal collaboration: Researchers’ and staff’s work is acknowledged in a comprehensive and inclusive way, with
explicit indication of their individual or collective contributions. Researchers and staff are given equal opportunities and
recognition based on their identity, role, or contribution. Researchers and staff share the decision-making power regarding
the attribution of credit. Researchers, staff scientists, staff engineers, service staff, contractors, family, students, assistants,
bystanders, and practitioners who provide their expertise in the field (e.g., nurses, medical care staff, practitioners in
any application industry), task workers (e.g., Amazon Mechanical Turk), and colleagues who contributed with ideas,
material, editing, logistical, research, or in other capacities are consulted on how they prefer to be attributed, recognized,
or credited. The attribution of credit is transparent, accountable, and respectful of the diversity and dignity of all
contributors. Everyone involved is credited specifically for what they did throughout the engagement process (e.g.,
providing encouragement, funding, transportation, data analysis, etc.), credited in all public-facing communication (paper,
speech, website, social media), and included as authors or acknowledgments on papers or products when appropriate,
with a statement of their significance.
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